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His Excellency Sir,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                    Letter of Appreciation and Appeal                                                                                                                                                      

The Global Cooling Prize Competition is very exciting , it introduces a new Revolutionary approach to solving the Challenges of Global Warming, one of the 

greatest threat to Humanity presently, is the frightening, Global Warming. This singular act is the greatest undoing of the environment since the beginning of the 

Holocene Epoch, it all started after the Pleistocene age , Man’s activities has threatened to destroy the Biological/Ecological sustainability of our only home, 

Planet Earth.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

This Competition is giving man and the Environment a genuine hope for the future, a future of Eco-friendly Energy, This Research Work is based on Eco-friendly  

Energy and Eco-friendly Air-conditioning/Refrigeration Systems, the Current Air Conditioning/Refrigeration System in use now is based on a Technology that is 

over a Century old. I wish to introduce an Air Conditioning/Refrigeration System that consumes very little Energy, relative to the Existing one, it is also Budget 

friendly.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

I humbly appeal and hope that this Research work will win the competition, if we are privileged to win the competition, me and my Organization will use a bulk of 

the proceeds to support UNICEF and other Global Energy and Eco-friendly Programs, particularly in Developing Economies like Countries in Africa, Asia and South 

America, these regions are seriously in need of Energy and Environmentally/Budget friendly Support. Just before I pause, I lost a childhood friend,  an Albino by 

name Chigozie Abieze, this is because he could not afford an Air Conditioner to stay-in, apart from the devastating Environmental damages of the current  Air 

Conditioning/Refrigeration systems, they are also beyond the means of the average income earner in Developing Economies, Albinos that need Air Conditioning 
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the most are dying due to over-exposure to ultra Violate and Infra-Red Radiation from the Sun, if the Air Conditioning is Cheaper,  more Energy and Ecofriendly, it 

will save many lives, so I dedicate this work to my Childhood/bosom friend that I lose recently; all other Albinos that have died due to inabilities to procure Energy, 

affordable and Environmentally friendly Air-Conditioning System are also included, Thank You.                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Best Regards.   

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Nkan Enobong                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

CEO/Head of Research and Project Management.                                                                                                                                                                                                      

NB. One will use this Opportunity to state that if one is privileged to win this Prize, one will Lease this Technology for five years, free to your Organization to enable your Organization recover your 

investment to this research and spread the Technology, It’s one’s humble contribution to this Research 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

                                                               GLOBAL Cooling PRIZE 

                                                                                                       The Aquarian 

                                                                                                     Revolution ii𝜶 

                                                                            Global Cooling Prize 

USPTO Patent Application Confirmation Number- 29630928/9048 

                                                            This Research Work is reported as an Experiment                                                                       
Experiment: - An Energy and Eco/Budget friendly (Solar Powered) Air Conditioning/Refrigeration System.                                                                                                               

Aim: - Producing a Revolutionary Air Condition/Refrigeration System that is Energy and Eco/Budget friendly.                                                                              
Materials needed/Apparatus: - Fan (Pedestal/Floor Fans), Digital Fountain Pump, Copper Pipes (Ice Block making Kits), Transparent Rubber Pipes, Clips, 

Empty Aquarium Glasses without a cover, Large Transparent fish bowl that can fit into the Empty Aquarium, Aquarium Lid (made of Glass or Fiber Glass with 

two perforated holes – the Fiber Glass should be made of Thermosetting Plastic if the Fiber Glass is to be considered),  Aquarium Glass Silicon Sealant, 

Temporal Airtight Sealant e.g. Vacuum Grease, Play Dough, Seal Wax etc. Digital Vacuum Air Pump, Source of Solar Powered Electrical Energy, Digital AC/DC 

Adaptor, Distilled Water, Two Digital Thermometer, Table Salt, Two Digital Barometers.                                                                                                                  
Method: - Place the pedestal/Floor Fan at a convenient position where it can Oscillate air round freely, clip the Copper Pipes (Ice Block making kits), around 

the Fan surface, attach and clip the transparent rubber Pipes at the edges of the Copper Pipes, connect the transparent Rubber pipes at the edges of the 

Copper Pipes, connect the transparent Pipes to the Digital Fountain Pump, one of the Pipes should be connected to the output of the Fountain Pump, the 

Fountain Pump should be dipped into the water in the fish bowl, the fish bowl is filled with Distilled water (or half filled with Distilled water), it is placed inside 

the empty Aquarium Glass, the second Transparent pipe, that is coming from the Copper pipes (Ice blocking making kits) is Dipped into the water in the fish 

bowl, that water is containing the Digital Fountain Pump, the Pump sucks water from the bowl, through the inlet/input opening then sends it out through the 

outlet source, the water moves through the outlet source, circulates round the Copper Pipes (Ice Blocks making kits), after passing through the Transparent 

rubber Pipe, the moment the Digital Fountain Pump is turned-on, the circulation starts.                                                                                                                             

A Digital Thermometer and Digital Barometer are attached to a side of the empty Aquarium Glass, the cover of the Aquarium is made of a Glass/re-enforced 

Fiber Glass with two perforated holes, on the first perforated hole, an airtight Vacuum Pipe is inserted, it is carrying a Digital Vacuum Pipe Gauge and Valve on 

the top, it is also connected to a Vacuum air Pump, (However some recent designs have the digital gauge and valve on the Pump).                                                                                                                                                                                                                         



The Second Perforation is an opening  where the two Transparent Rubber Pipes from the Digital Fountain Pump and Cable for the Pump passes through, it 

must be Airtight, (A Glass Silicon Sealant can be used to re-enforce the Air-tightness on the two perforations)                                                                                   

The Glass or re-enforced Fiber Glass is placed on the empty  Aquarium Glass (Recall the empty Aquarium Glass contain a fish Bowl that is filled or Half filled. 

with water, a Digital Fountain Pump with a transparent Rubber Pipe is inside the Fish Bowl).                                                                                                                 

The Glass or re-enforced Fiber Glass is placed on the Aquarium, to make it water tight, a temporal seal is placed on the edges of the Glass cover or re-

enforced Fiber Glass to the empty Aquarium Glass edge, the Temporal seals will make it Air-tight, some common temporal Seals include  Play- dough or Seal 

wax etc. if it is properly arranged the Glass or re-enforced fiber Glass cover will be air-tight. Test the Digital Fountain and confirm if it is circulating the water, 

it must complete the circulation from the Fish Bowl round the Copper Pipes (Ice Blocks making Kits and back to the fish bowl, ten Table full spoon of salt 

should be poured into the water in the fish bowl).                                                                                                                                                                                                    

The Digital Vacuum Pump should be tested after perfecting  the connection, the second Digital Thermometer and Barometer (Digital) should be placed  closed 

to the front of the fan in the Room or any convenient position, one of the Digital Adaptors (AC/DC Adaptor)  should be connected to a Solar Electrical Power 

Source,  (the Adaptor could be used to regulate the Voltage, it could increase or reduce the Voltage, it could be used for Batteries where there is no public 

Source of Electricity, in this situation, the DC – Direct Current  of a Battery is converted to AC – Alternating Current),  this is in areas where Electricity is not 

readily available as earlier acknowledged, Switch on the Fountain Pump first, then Switch on the Digital Vacuum Pump to creates a Vacuum, the creation of 

Vacuum within the empty Aquarium Glass decreases the Pressure of the water within the fish bowl in the empty Aquarium Glass, that leads to a decrease in 

the boiling point, however the water will Start boiling and evaporating, leaving behind Solid Ice, However due to the table Salt that was poured inside the fish 

bowl (Ten table Spoon full of Table salt or more), the water did not turn to solid ice, rather it was supercooled.it remained in a liquid state, that super cooled 

state enabled it to still be circulating round the Fountain Pump and Copper Pipe, the fan was turned-on during the beginning of the Experiment, the 

Temperature of the room will be cool, equivalent or cooler than the regular air Conditioner, depending on the regulator of the Fan and number of Copper 

pipes (Ice Block making Kits).                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Observation :- All the Equipment were arranged as described earlier when the fan was turned-on, it circulated normal air, later when the Digital Fountain 

Pump was turned-on, it started circulating the water, the Temperature dropped tremendously, it dropped when the Vacuum Pump was turned-on, the water 

in the fish bowl dropped to 00 C, after a while, the water was Super cooled, it did not freeze to solid Ice, this was due to the table Salt that was added to the 

distilled water, however the room Temperature was very cool.                                                                                                                                                                                    

Theoretical Framework: - The Basic Theory that Governs Air Conditioning/Refrigeration is the Second Law of Thermodynamics.                                                                                                                                         

The second Law of Thermodynamics States that the Total Entropy of an Isolated System can never decrease over time, the Total Entropy can remain Constant 

in Ideal cases where the System is in a steady State or is undergoing a reversible process.  From the Second Law above Heat Transfer is usually from Hot to 

Cold, this heat transfer from hot to cold is Powered by the Vacuum Pump and the Fountain Pump, the Heating and Evaporation of the water undergoes 

changes, this change in Pressure carries away the heat leaving behind cold, this cold is circulated to cool the room, this action obeys the Second Law of 

Thermodynamics.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

The Work done could be expressed mathematically; it is illustrated on the walls of an Adiabatic Chamber, the Volume of the Gaseous State in the Aquarium 

glass walls of the Aquarium could be illustrated below.                                                                                                                                                                  
W = ∫ 𝐹 . 𝑑𝑥 =  ∫ 𝑃 . 𝐴𝑑𝑥 =  ∫ 𝑃 . 𝑑𝑣                                                                                                                                                                                                                         



>  0 (Since P> 0 and increases).                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

I.e. The moving wall Forces the Gas to transfer Energy to the Environment and it can only do so by cooling itself.  

 

Fig i. Detail picture/Drawing of the Air Conditioning/Refrigeration System that is Compliant with the Competition                                                                  

Empty Aquarian Glass          Fish Bowl filled with water and salt.           Digital Vacuum Pump and Digital Gauge   Pedestal Fan    Copper pipes                        

                                                                

                                                                                                                                          Transparent Rubber Pipes                                                  

       Aquarium Lid (Covered with Temporal Seal e.g. Vacuum Grease).           

                                                                                                                                                                                  Digital Fountain Pump.         Digital Barometer  

                                                   Digital Thermometer.  AC/DC Adaptor                                                                                                                                               



                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

Conclusion: -    The Experiment was a Success, an Air Conditioning Objective was achieved, this was done with the Power of 1.35 KWH, the AC/DC Adaptor 

can aid a Conversion from AC to DC and vice versa (As earlier explained). This feat was achieved with a Budget of $109.00, it is by far lower than the current 

budget for an Air Conditioner, which is $546.00, the Budget could be lower if some Hardware are locally Fabricated, e.g. the Vacuum Pump and the Fountain 

Pump can be locally Fabricated, the Technical Know-how is readily available on the Internet, Resources are on Wiki-know, Google, Wikipedia etc.   However 

most of the materials that were used for this work were procured from online sources like Amazon, eBay and Alibaba, some were gotten from off-line 

Sources like Walmart, Target, BJ Store etc. the Running Energy is cheaper, for a 12 Hours Running Energy, it is  3.3 KWH while a 1 Ton A.C used up  42.204 

KWH. (Detail Analysis is done below)                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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Thermodynamics, An Engineering Approach - Yunus A Cengel and Michael A Boles                                                                                                                            

Internet Resources - Google Search Engine, Wikipedia, YouTube                                                                                                                                                                     

NB. We can Double or Triple the Cooling Efficiency in Geometric Proportion by just doubling the Bowl, Digital Fountain Pump, Transparent Rubber Pipes, 

Copper Pipes (Ice making Kits), Double the Vacuum Pressure, the more you increase this listed items, the cooler the out-put’s efficiency. The connection could 

be equally increased by increasing the connections including the Copper Pipes at the back of the fan. 

                                                                                                         Features 

1. Climate Impact :- Energy and Refrigerant:- Harmful effects of Air Conditioning on our Environment (Poisonous Gases such as Chloro 

Fluorocarbon and Hydro-Choro Fluorocarbons are not emitted,  substances that damage the Ozone Layer are not emitted; However air Filters that 

causes Allergies are not necessary. 

2. Affordability: -2017 Indian Studies proves that Rs 35,600 Equivalent to $546 is used to buy a Split Unit Air Conditioner, there is an analysis below,  

the average cost of  this Research work are Pedestal (Root) Fan - $35. Home Depot (Marketers), small Digital Fountain Pump - $18 (Zoro Marketers), 
small Digital Air Vacuum Pump - $10 (KPV – 14A Compact OEM bellow Vacuum/Pressure Pump),  Digital AC/DC Adaptor - $11 (Cole Parmer – 

Amazon), Empty Aquarian Glass and Fish Bowl - $17 (Walmart, Dollatem), Ice Block Kit/Copper Pipe - $8 (Tool Discounter), Every other 

Accessory/Apparatus - $10. The summation of all the Accessory/Apparatus is $109.00. Compare with the market Survey in India (2017) which was 

$546.00, the ratio is $546:$109 ≈5.009:1, these new Technology is much much cheaper. 
3. Power Draw: - An Air Conditioner Consumes700 W, but this Cooling system consumes less Power, let’s analyze it, Fan -120 Watts, Digital 

Air Pump-120 Watts, Digital Fountain Pump-5 Watts, Digital AC/DC Adaptor-30 Watts. The Total Power is 275 Watts.  An Air Conditioner Consumes 
700 Watts as earlier stated, while this new Cooling Unit uses 275 Watts. 



4. Water: - 1 (One) Gallon Fish Bowl of water which is equivalent to 3.8 Liters is adequate or sufficient; it cannot consume more than 1.5 Gallon which 

is approximately 4.54 Liters. 

5. Emissions: - 0 (Zero) Emission of Fossil Fuel related products since it used water and Pressure. 

6. Refrigerant: - Nil/Zero Ozone depleting Potential and lowest level of Toxicity, it complied with IEC 60335-2-40 (2018), it did not emit 

Chlorofluorocarbons or Hydro-Chlorofluorocarbons/ any other harmful substances either to the Environment or man 

7. Scalability: - It is Scalable as long as the Home can have a Pedestal Fan and an Aquarium, it can use this Device, virtually all Homes can keep these 

two Appliances, no new Space is necessary, that means it is adequate for 0.27 m
3 
for outdoor and 0.15 m

3 
for indoors in Volume.    

8. Materials: - No High Carbon or Rare Earth, all the materials are Eco-friendly and Budget friendly. 

9. Operation: - The Operation will maintain 27± 𝟎. 𝟓 0C DBT and 60± 𝟏𝟎% indoor conditions, the Fan regulates the Digital Vacuum gauge and 

Thermometers are there to regulate these factors. 

 

 

                                                                                          Energy Analysis 

The Electrical  power of this work is 275 Watts, the Energy Equivalent for its Operation for 6  hour is , Electrical Energy  = Power x Time                                          

= 275 x 6 = 1.650 KWH or unit.                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Within 6 Hours.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

for a 1 ton air conditioner it has 3517 watts or 3.517 KW of power, for 6 Hours, the Energy used up will be                                                                                               

= 3517 x 6 = 21.102 KWH                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Running Energy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

The 1 Ton AC uses by far more Running Energy (21.102 KWH) than my Cooling System that uses 1.650 KWH.                                                                                      

We shall conduct a detailed Energy analysis of the Cooling Unit (C.U) and the traditional Air Conditioning Unit (A.C), the model for the Air Conditioning Unit 

that will be analyzed is the 1 ton split Unit Air Conditioner. 

Recall, an average 1 Ton A.C utilizes a power of 3.517 KW or 3517 W, while a 1.5 Tones A.C Utilizes a Power Calibration of 5.2755 KW or 5275.5 W.               

The Energy used up or Running Energy is gotten by multiplying the Power by the Time (H).                                                                                                                       

E.g. what is the Running Energy for                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

(i) 1 Ton A.C. and (ii) 1.5 Ton of A.C, within 12 Hours for the both of them.                                                                                                                                               

Recall. 1 Ton of A.C uses a 3517 W or 3.517 KW, while 1.5 Tones A.C uses 52755 W or 5.2755 KW                                                                                                

                                                                                                      Solution                                                                                                                                                                            

Running Energy for 1 Ton A.C = Power X Time                                                                                                                                                                                                

Power = 3517 W or 3.517 KW,  Time= 12 Hours,                                                                                                                                                                                                      



∴ Running Energy = 3.517 KW X 12 H = 42.204 KWH                                                                                                                                                                                             

(ii) While the Running Energy for 1.5 Tones is,                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Recall,  Running Energy = Power X Time (Hour).                                                                                                                                                                                                      

P = 5275.5 W or 5.2755 KW, Time =12 H                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

∴ Running Energy = 5.2755 KW X 12 H                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

= 63.306 KWH.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

What is the Running Energy of this new Cooling Unit (C.U) if it worked for 12 Hours?                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                 Solution                                                                                                                                                                  
Power = 275 W or 0.275 KW, Time = 12 Hours                                                                                                                                                                                                              

∴ the Running Energy = 0.275 KW X 12 H = 3.3 KWH. 

The Cooling Unit used up 3.3 KWH Running Energy in 12 Hours, 1 Ton A.C used 42.204 KWH While 1.5 Ton used up 63.306 KWH.                                                   

This Cooling Unit used up a much much less Running Energy,                                                                                                                                                                                  

In terms of Percentage it is.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

This Cooling Unit (C.U) uses 3.3 KWH, while 1 Ton A.C used up 42.204 KWH.                                                                                                                                                   

∴ Total Running Energy = 42.204 KWH + 3.300 KWH = 45.504 KWH.                                                                                                                                                                   

∴ The Cooling System Energy = (3.300/45.504) X 100% = 7.2521 %.                                                                                                                                                                    

1 Ton AC = (42.204/45.504) X 100% = 92.7479%.                                                                                                                                                                                              

From the Energy Consumption just calculated, it is obvious that this new cooling Unit consumes a much much less Energy Percentage.  Specifically 7.3% 

relative to 92.7% by a 1 Ton A.C 

                                                       The Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER)        

 The Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) for a 3 Star 1 Ton Air Conditioner is Approximately 2.7.                                                                                                                                  

The Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) of a 3 Star 1.5 Ton is Approximately 3.5.                                                                                                                                                                   

The Energy Efficiency Ratio (E ER) for this Cooling Unit can be calculated.                                                                                                                                                    

This is the EER of the Cooling Unit.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Recall;                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

The Equation for Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) = Cooling Capacity of AC/Power Consumed by AC.                                                                                                    

Cooling Capacity = Mass (Ton) X Power Given.                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Recall; Power Consumed = ∆𝐸/∆𝑡.  ∆𝐸 = 3300 𝑜𝑟 3.3 𝐾𝑊.     ∆𝑡 = 12𝐻                                                                                           

∴ 𝑃 =
3.3𝐾𝑊

12𝐻
= 275𝑊 𝑜𝑟 0.275 𝐾𝑊.                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Power Given = 0275 X 12 = 3.3 Watts. Mass of the Cooling Unit (CU) = 0.25 Tones                                                             



∴ 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝐸𝐸𝑅) =
0.25 𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑋 3.3 𝐾 𝑊

0.275𝐾𝑊
 = 3 

 

 

 

Work done on a Typical AC/Refrigeration is described below (Fig i)                                    Work done on a Typical Heat Engine (Fig ii) 

                         QH                                                                                                                           QH 

                                           Work                                                                                                                   Work 

 

                        Qc                                                                                                                                                                                                   Q  C 

 

For Air Conditioners/Refrigerators (Fig i) 

QH = Qc + W  

W = QH - Qc 

(Work Input W involves Heat Transfer from Cold Reservoir Qc to Hot Reservoir QH. 

Heat Engine involves backward Transfer (Fig ii) 

Cooling System Described Above (Experiment) Fig iii 

    Cooling System                                  W 

    Qs 

     Qc 

 



Fig iii is the Cooling system analyzed above it works by absorbing the Heat in the Reservoir and leaving behind a Cold Reservoir it is Express Mathematically as                                              

W = Qs – Qc                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

(Where Qs is the Cooling System, Qc is a Cold Reservoir, W is Work, and QH is Hot Reservoir)  

 

 

A Hot Reservoir can be produced if Cold is absorbed from the Reservoir thereby leaving behind a Hot Reservoir (Fig iv) 

 

     QH 

 

                                    

                                                                W 

  Qs 

The Mathematical Expression for the Operation above is                                                                                                                                                                                    

QH = Qs + W 

This can be achieved under a controlled condition; this Cooling System operates at a much cheaper rate than the conventional systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

This is the detailed Energy Analysis of ! Tonne Air Conditioner, 1.5 Tonnes  Air Conditioner and the New  Cooling System, 1.5 Tonnes Air Conditioner exhibits the following  Energy traits,  y  Traits, 

For I Hour, it Consumes 1675 Watts-Hour of Electrical Energy

in 24 Hours, it will Consume  1675 Watts X 24 Hours =  40, 200 Watts-Hours

Days Electrical  Energy Energy (Watts) X Time.  New Electrical Energy  X Time New Electricaltrical Energy (Watts-Hours) Cummulative Energy Frequency Frequency   (Watts-Hour)y  (Watts-Hours)

30-Jan 40200  X 30 1206000 1206000

    60 - Feb           40200 X 60                                      2412000 3618000

   90 - Mar 40200 X 90 3618000 7236000

120- Apr 40200   X 120 4824000 8442000

150 - May 40200 X  150 6030000 14472000

180-Jun             40200 X 180                                   7236000 21708000

 210-Jul               4020          40200 X 210 8442000 30150000

240 - Aug           40200 X 240 9648000 39834000

270- Sep             40200 X 270                                   1085400010854000 50688000

300 - Oct           40200 X  300 12060000 62748000

330 - Nov          40200 X 330                                 13266000 76014000

360 Dec           40200 X 360                                 14472000 90486000

The Detailed Energy Analysis of  a 1 Tonne Air Conditioner is Analysed below.

1 Tonne Air Conditioner Consumes 1157 Watt-Hour of Electrical Energy

Within 24 Hours (A Day),  it will Consumes  1157 Watts-Hour X 24 Hours =  27768 WH

The Detailed Energy Analysis of  a 1 Tonne Air Conditioner is Analysed below.

These are the values in different Days.

Days Electrical  Energy Energy (Watts) X Time.  New Electrical Energy  X Time New Electricaltrical Energy (Watts-Hours) Cummulative Energy Frequency Frequency   (Watts-Hour)y  (Watts-Hours)

30-Jan 27768  X 30 833040 833040

    60 - Feb           40200 X 60                                      241200027768  X 60 1666080 2499120

   90 - Mar 27768 X 90 2499120 4998240

120- Apr 27768   X 120 3332160 8330400

150 - May 27768 X  150 4165200 12493840

180-Jun             40200 X 180                                   723600027768 X 180 4998240 17493840

 210-Jul               402027768 X 210 5831280 23325120

240 - Aug 27768 X 240 6664320 29989440

270- Sep             40200 X 270                                   1085400027768 X 270 7497360 37486800

300 - Oct 27768 X 300 8330400 45817200

330 - Nov 27768 X 330 9163440 54980640

360 Dec 27768 X 360  9996480 64977120

The New Cooling System,  Exhibits some unique Cooling traits, those features are analysed below.

The Energy Consumption of the New Cooling System is Comparatively  Low, this is relative to the conventional  I Tonne and 1.5 Tonnes respectively,

 Those unique features are analysed below. 

Recall;  the New Cooling System Consumes 275 Watts-Hour of Electrical Energy when operational, within 24 Hours it will be 24 X 275 = 6600 WH

Days Electrical  Energy Energy (Watts) X Time.  New Electrical Energy (Watts-Hours) Cummulative Energy Frequency Frequency   (Watts-Hour)y  (Watts-Hours)

30-Jan 6600  X 30 198000 198000

    60 - Feb           40200 X 60                                      24120006600  X 60 396000 594000

   90 - Mar 6600 X 90 594000 1188000

120- Apr 6600   X 120 792000 1386000

150 - May 6600 X  150 990000 2376000

180-Jun             40200 X 180                                   72360006600 X 180 1188000 3564000

 210-Jul               40206600 X 210 1386000 4950000

240 - Aug 6600 X 240 1584000 6534000

270- Sep             40200 X 270                                   108540006600 X 270 1782000 8316000

300 - Oct 6600 X 300 1980000 10296000

330 - Nov 6600 X 330 2178000 12474000

360 Dec 6600 X 360  2376000 14850000

 This is the Summary of the Cummulative Energy Frequency of the Electrical Energy that is Consumed per Annum.

Days 1.5 Tonnes 1 Tonne New Cooling System

30-Jan 1206000 833040 198000

    60 - Feb           40200 X 60                                      24120003618000 2499120 594000

   90 - Mar 7236000 4998240 1188000

120- Apr 8442000 8330400 1386000

150 - May 14472000 12493840 2376000

180-Jun             40200 X 180                                   723600021708000 17493840 3564000

 210-Jul               402030150000 23325120 4950000

240 - Aug 39834000 29989440 6534000

270- Sep             40200 X 270                                   1085400050688000 37486800 8316000

300 - Oct 62748000 45817200 10296000

330 - Nov 76014000 54980640 12474000

360 Dec 90486000 64977120 14850000



 

The Energy Consumption of the New Cooling System is Comparatively  Low, this is relative to the conventional  I Tonne and 1.5 Tonnes respectively,

 Those unique features are analysed below. 

Recall;  the New Cooling System Consumes 275 Watts-Hour of Electrical Energy when operational, within 24 Hours it will be 24 X 275 = 6600 WH

Days Electrical  Energy Energy (Watts) X Time.  New Electrical Energy (Watts-Hours) Cummulative Energy Frequency Frequency   (Watts-Hour)y  (Watts-Hours)

30-Jan 6600  X 30 198000 198000

    60 - Feb           40200 X 60                                      24120006600  X 60 396000 594000

   90 - Mar 6600 X 90 594000 1188000

120- Apr 6600   X 120 792000 1386000

150 - May 6600 X  150 990000 2376000

180-Jun             40200 X 180                                   72360006600 X 180 1188000 3564000

 210-Jul               40206600 X 210 1386000 4950000

240 - Aug 6600 X 240 1584000 6534000

270- Sep             40200 X 270                                   108540006600 X 270 1782000 8316000

300 - Oct 6600 X 300 1980000 10296000

330 - Nov 6600 X 330 2178000 12474000

360 Dec 6600 X 360  2376000 14850000

 This is the Summary of the Cummulative Energy Frequency of the Electrical Energy that is Consumed per Annum.

Days 1.5 Tonnes 1 Tonne New Cooling System

30-Jan 1206000 833040 198000

    60 - Feb           40200 X 60                                      24120003618000 2499120 594000

   90 - Mar 7236000 4998240 1188000

120- Apr 8442000 8330400 1386000

150 - May 14472000 12493840 2376000

180-Jun             40200 X 180                                   723600021708000 17493840 3564000

 210-Jul               402030150000 23325120 4950000

240 - Aug 39834000 29989440 6534000

270- Sep             40200 X 270                                   1085400050688000 37486800 8316000

300 - Oct 62748000 45817200 10296000

330 - Nov 76014000 54980640 12474000

360 Dec 90486000 64977120 14850000



The Effective Energy Consumption of the new Cooling System per – Annum is 

From the Approximate 1.5 Tons Cooling System is 90486.000  KW-H (Theoretical) = 2969 KW-H (Practical) 

For the new Cooling System the Actual KW-H Energy is  

New Cooling System Theoritical Cooling Energy Per Annum =  14850000 KW-H 

∴ The Actual Energy in KW-H per Annum will be 

1.5/90486.000 KW-H X 14850.000 KW-H = 0.24617068 

≡ 2969 KW-H X 0.24617068 = 179.92141 KW-H per Annum 

The  Actual Annual Energy Usage of Energy of the New Cooling Energy of the New Cooling Unit/System is  

179.92141 KW-H per Annum 
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Modification of the Second Law of Thermodynamics 

Tremendous Breakthroughs in Science and Technology have emerged in recent years, these Breakthroughs are the end product s of hard work, the existing 

Laws have completely collapse due to these innovative Breakthroughs,  at  'Below Absolute Temperature', the Existing Laws of  Thermodynamics are shaken 

to her Foundation, amongst these discoveries are Gamma Burst, Gamma Burst is adjudged to be  faster than the Speed of Light, these discovery shakes the 

Absolute Speed of Light Extrapolations, the Speed/Mass and detailed characteristics  of Neutrinos also causes Ripples amongst serious minded Physicists 

(Scientists). 

Based on Personal Concerns and Curiosity one decided to modify the Second Law of Thermodynamics to accommodate some of these Changes in modern 

Scientific Researches, this is the Modification 

For the Work that one did earlier.  The Fundamental Principle of this new cooling system is the Absorption of Heat from the Hot Reservoir, these absorption 

leaves  behind a cool  Reservoir, the more the Heat Energy is absorbed the cooler the Reservoir,  these inhibits (partially) the Second Law of Thermodynamics, 

the second Law of Thermodynamics can be given a generic definition of Heat Energy flowing from a Hot Reservoir  to a cold reservoir spontaneously, in this 

case, the absorbed Heat  energy leaves behind a cold reservoir, the coldness of the hot reservoir is a factor of the quantity of heat energy, that is absorbed,  

this is the reason it used less Energy, power and cost. 

Recall 

     ds = 
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
      

      ds  ≥ 0 

      or    T = 
𝛿𝑄

𝑑𝑠
      

Recall ds is Changes in Entropy. Or infinitesimal increment in the entropy of a system                                                                                                                                

𝛿𝑄 is the transfer of heat (Energy) to a closed system                                                                                                                                                                                                              

T is the Common Temperature 

The Official Second Law of Thermodynamics States that the Total Entropy of an Isolated system can never decrease over time and is constant, if and only if all 

processes are reversible, isolated systems spontaneously evolve towards a Thermodynamic equilibrium, that is the state with Maximum Entropy. 

 



Recall; in the conventional Second Law of Thermodynamics, Heat flows from a Hot Reservoir to a Cold Reservoir, in the new cooling system, as earlier noted, 

the heat is absorbed, the absorbed heat leaves behind a cold reservoir, the coldness of the hot reservoir is a factor of the quantity of the Heat energy, that is 

absorbed, this is the reason it used less energy, power and cost.  

  (ds = 
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x 

  ds ≥ 0 

Where  

    T = 
𝛿𝑄

𝑑𝑠
        

An Exponent is always Present, they could be x or y, these Exponents are magnitudes which are  0 or 1,  every system can either fit into x or y,  in a real life 

situations, x is a normal situation where temperature, entropy and energy are under normal temperature (environmental conditions), under abnormal 

temperatures, entropy and energy are expressed with exponent  y. however under normal environmental conditions y is 0, an example of y is below absolute 

temperature, in this extreme condition where the  temperature is less than 0 0 K, the y is  equal to 1, that is (y=1) in this context,  while the x is 0 (x=0) this 

illustrates a  practical solution , the two states are always there,  however the exponents will either be x or y,  these exponents will either be 0 or 1, the value 

of 0 or 1 is a factor of the environmental condition, the environment will always be                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

○1  Normal or Absolute/Above Absolute Temperature                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

where ds  ≥   0  oK                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

○2  Abnormal or Below Absolute Temperature                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

where ds   <   0 oK                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

example is below absolute Temperature                                                                                                                                                                                                     

( ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal   =   (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )x  X  (

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

y
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

in an abnormal condition   x= 0  y = 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

( ds )
0

normal
  X  ( ds )

1
 abnormal     =      (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑑𝑠
 )

0 X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑑𝑠
  )

1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

→  1 X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal    =    1 X  (  

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  )

1                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

→   ( ds )
y
 abnormal    =    (  

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

1
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

While if the Environment is normal, it will be ,  x= 1   y = 0  it will be                                                                                                                                                           

( ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =         (  

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x X  ( 
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

y
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    



 

( ds )
1

normal
  X  ( ds )0

 abnormal      =        (   
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

1 X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  )0                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

( ds )
1

normal
  X  1     =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x X   1 

The same Principle applies when T (The Temperature is made the Subject of the Formula, that is where the Equation changes to dT =  
𝛿𝑄

𝑑𝑠
, this is where the dT 

is the changes in Temperature, this Temperature Changes are in Normal/Abnormal Conditions, Normal conditions are for Temperatures that are equal to or 

greater than 0 0K (T ≥ 00 K), however for Abnormal Temperature changes, the Temperature Changes are below absolute Temperature, that is  less than 0 0K 

(T < 00 K).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Recall Normal Temperatures  are equal to or greater than 0 0 K, (T ≥  00 K), The Conventional Definition of the Second Law of Thermodynamics is only for 

normal Temperatures;  we can now modify the Second Law of Thermodynamics to accommodate the different Environmental conditions, that is the Universal 

definition of the Second  Law , The Universal  Definition of the Second Law of Thermodynamics States that under Universal conditions where the conditions 

are Normal (normal Atmospheric Conditions) or Abnormal (Below Absolute Temperature) say, The Total Entropy of an Isolated system that can never 

decrease  is gotten through multiplicity of the different Environmental Conditions; it is constant  and can never decrease,   if and only if all processes are 

reversible, isolated systems spontaneously evolve towards a Thermodynamic equilibrium, that is the state with Maximum Entropy. Where the exponential 

factors x and y will be used to indicate the environmental influence.  

However the two known conditions are normal (x) and abnormal (y) the letters x and y are exponents, if the environmental conditions are normal, exponent  

x will be used, in this situation, x will be 1,  the Temperature will be  T ≥ 00 k,  while the abnormal variables  will be  0  (zero) in an abnormal condition, y will 

be 1, the Temperature will be below T < 0 0 K,  however the normal variable for the Normal exponent  x will be 0 (zero).       

                                                      Features                   

The following are the major features of the modifications 

All normal conditions produce positive Entropy (+), while all abnormal conditions produce negative entropy (-) 

All forms of Energy (mostly Heat Energy) that is generated in normal environment are usually higher than all forms of Energy (mostly Heat Energy)   that are 

generated in abnormal conditions 

The Temperature for Normal Environment is positive (+) whiles those of abnormal environment is usually negative (-) 

 

 



Experimental Proofs 

Below Absolute Experiments that were conducted by 

 Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich, Germany  

The plot would flip over and the sign of the temperature would change from a positive to a negative absolute temperature, explains Ulrich Schneider, 

a physicist at the Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich, Germany. 

Fig I 

https://www.nature.com/news/quantum-gas-goes-below-absolute-zero-1.12146 

 

Hot minus temperatures: At a negative absolute temperature the energy distribution of particles inverts in comparison… [more] 

© LMU and MPG Munich 
 

Fig II 

Experiments in MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology USA 

 

https://www.nature.com/news/quantum-gas-goes-below-absolute-zero-1.12146
https://www.mpg.de/research/negative-absolute-temperature


Even when things are “cold” in conventional terms, they’re not really very cold from a physics standpoint. The scientific scale for 
temperature is Kelvin, and zero Kelvin is absolute zero — the coldest anything can be. Researchers from MIT have managed to cool 
a cluster of molecules to record low temperatures of 500 nanokelvins, just a 500-billionths of a notch above absolute zero. These 
molecules were, for a time, the coldest objects in the known universe. 

    Applied Examples        

What is the  

1.  Entropy of a system  that uses up to 100 Joules (0,1KJ),  within a temperature  of 283 0K (Normal Environmental Condition) 

2. However if the Temperature is -10 0K (Abnormal Environmental condition), what will the  entropy be if the energy (Heat Energy) used up is 100 J                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Solution 

1. Normal environmental Condition or Absolute/Above Absolute Temperature 

ds normal = ?.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

𝛿𝑄 = 0.1 KJ                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

T = 283  0K                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

(ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =     =    (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑑𝑠
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑑𝑠
  )

y 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

For Normal Entropy, it will be                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

( ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
0

 abnormal    =     (   
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  )

0
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

( ds )
x
normal

  X  1   =     (   
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x 
X  1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

( ds )
x
normal

  X  (1)    =       (0.1 KJ/283 
0
K)   X 1    =   0.00353357 KJ/ 0K                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

3.53357 X 10
-3 

  KJ/ 0K         

2. Abnormal Environmental Condition or below  Absolute Temperature 

2.   However if the Temperature is -10 0K (Abnormal Environmental condition), what will the  entropy be if the energy (Heat Energy) used up were 100 KJ                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Temperature  = -10 
0
K                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

what will the entropy be = ?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

http://www.extremetech.com/tag/physics


The energy (Heat Energy) used up = 100 J   or 0.1 KJ                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Solution 

2. Abnormal Environmental Condition, this is due to the Negative Temperature                                                                                                                                             

(ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =     =    (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  )

y                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

since  it is the abnormal Environmental condition                                                                                                                                                                                                         

(ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y                                                                                                                                                                                                        

(ds )
0

normal
  X  ( ds )

y
 abnormal      =         (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

0  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  )

y                                                                                                                                                                                                            

1 X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =         1

  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  )

y
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

( ds )
y
 abnormal      =         0.1 KJ/ -10 

0
K      =  - 0.01 KJ/ 

0
K   or  -10

-2  0
K     

Exceptional Cases         

There are some rare situations where the two entropies may be analyzed in a quasi-related pattern, that is a situation where  the two entropies are  quasi-

interrelated, in that rare situation where the two entropies are quasi-related like the case of the experiment  in Germany say (Listed in Fig I)                   
The relationship of any of the variables could be determined by making it the link between the variables, one can proceed and make the desired variable the 

subject of the Formula.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Understudying /reanalyzing the parameters of the Normal (Environmental Conditions that are equal to or above the Absolute Temperature) and Abnormal 

(Environmental Conditions that are below the Absolute Temperature) relationship, the required parameter can be made the subject of the equation, for 

example if we want to determine the entropy of the abnormal (below absolute Temperature) relative to the normal (Absolute and Above Absolute 

Temperatures). 

 

Recall; 

  (ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  

The entropy of the abnormal relative to the normal will be 

 ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  /   (ds )
x
normal

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

The same Principle applies to the entropy of the Normal relative to the Abnormal. 

         (ds )
x
normal

  =        (   
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y /  ( ds )
y
 abnormal       

If it were the Temperatures, it’s the same Principle, for Temperature, below the absolute temperatures (abnormal) it will be 

(ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  

𝑇𝑦 = (   𝛿𝑄)
x  X  (  𝛿𝑄 ) 

y /[ (ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal ]   𝑇𝑥    

   The Temperature for the Temperature that is equivalent to the Absolute Temperature and above (normal), it will be 

𝑇𝑥 = (   𝛿𝑄)
x  X  (  𝛿𝑄 ) 

y /[ (ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal ]   𝑇𝑦    

The Energy  (Heat Energy)  could also be determined using the same principle 

  (ds)
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  

 For an Abnormal Condition where the Temperature is below the absolute Temperature 

𝛿𝑄y =   𝑇𝑥𝑇𝑦[ (ds)
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal  ]  / 𝛿𝑄x 

The Energy (Heat Energy) for the Environmental conditions is equal to and greater than the absolute Temperature (Normal) 

𝛿𝑄x =   𝑇𝑥𝑇𝑦[ (ds)
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal  ]  / 𝛿𝑄y 

 

The Sixth Law of Thermodynamics and Efficient Perfect Engine   

There is a proposal for a fifth Law of Thermodynamics, (One will not interfere with it, however one will advocate for the Formulation of a sixth Law of 

Thermodynamics, it will be called, 

The Efficient Perfect Engine Law of Thermodynamics or the sixth Law of Thermodynamics 

 



All the existing Laws of Thermodynamics (Three well established and extra two including the proposed Fifth) do not accommodate the activities  

Of the Absolute temperature or below the Absolute Temperature, however those States, Absolute Temperature 

 And below Absolute Temperatures are Physical States; all in the visible Universe, those States have Entropy, Heat Energy and Temperature. 

The Efficient Perfect Engine Law/Six Law of thermodynamics state's that the inputs of the multiplicity of two interrelated Entropies are in equilibrium with  

The product s of its output, where the outputs are the product of the ratio of heat Changes and Temperature;  

These analysis are both from the normal Environmental conditions (t≥ 0 0K) and abnormal environmental conditions ((t< 0 0K); the different  

Parameters are directly related, connected and dependent. 

 It could be expressed mathematically  

Efficient Perfect Engine 

The normal environmental parameters (ds x ≥ 0 0 K -absolute and above absolute temperature-) are directly related and dependent on the parameters of the 

abnormal environmental conditions (ds y < 0 0 K -below absolute temperature-), 

An Efficient Perfect Engine can also be defined as an engine whose products, both from the normal environmental conditions (t≥ 0 0K) and abnormal 

environmental conditions ((t< 0 0K) are directly related, connected and dependent. 

The Mathematical Expressions of the Sixth Law of Thermodynamics and Efficient Perfect Engine is illustrated below.  

 

Recall ds represents entropy, these relationships are how an Efficient Perfect Engine proves the Sixth Law of Thermodynamics 

For Entropy 

  (ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  

The entropy of the abnormal relative to the normal will be 

 ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  /   (ds )
x
normal

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

The same Principle applies to the entropy of the Normal relative to the Abnormal. 

         (ds )
x
normal

  =        (   
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y /  ( ds )
y
 abnormal   

For Temperatures  

  If it were the Temperatures, it’s the same Principle, for Temperature, below the absolute temperatures (abnormal) it will be 

(ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  

𝑇𝑦 = (   𝛿𝑄)
x  X  (  𝛿𝑄 ) 

y /[ (ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal ]   𝑇𝑥    

   The Temperature for the Temperature that is equivalent to the Absolute Temperature and above (normal), it will be 

𝑇𝑥 = ( 𝛿𝑄)
x  X  (  𝛿𝑄 ) 

y /[ (ds )
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal ]   𝑇𝑦    

 For Energy   

The Energy  (Heat Energy)  could also be determined using the same principle 

  (ds)
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  

 For an Abnormal Condition where the Temperature is below the absolute Temperature 

𝛿𝑄y =   𝑇𝑥𝑇𝑦[ (ds)
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal  ]  / 𝛿𝑄x 

The Energy (Heat Energy) for the Environmental conditions is equal to and greater than  the absolute Temperature (Normal) 

𝛿𝑄x =   𝑇𝑥𝑇𝑦[ (ds)
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal  ]  / 𝛿𝑄y 

 

 



                        Diagram of an Efficient Perfect Engine illustrating the Sixth Law of Thermodynamics 

Cork made of a material with high conductivity                                                                                     fig iii  

Vacuum pump valve   Vacuum pump valve 

Air (under normal Atmospheric conditions)     Air tight  Air (under normal Atmospheric conditions) 

 Rubber Cork Cold fluid 

Freezing fluid 

 

                                                                                                            Digital Thermometer     (At least      minimal, six places of Decimal)     

                                                                                                      (T < 0 0K)                                (T ≥ 0 0K) 

                                                                                                                                            Source of Energy (Heat Energy, increase or reduce the heat Energy) 

Source of Energy (Heat Energy, increase or reduce the heat Energy) 

                                                                                                   

 

The Apparatus Above could be used for the Experiment of an Efficient Perfect Engine/Prove of the sixth Law of Thermodynamics 

   Experiment: 

The design and test of a Prototype Efficient Perfect Engine/ Prove of The Sixth Law of Thermodynamics 

         Aim: 

Illustrating the working of an efficient Perfect Engine/ Application of the Sixth Law of Thermodynamics 

     Apparatus: 

A fluid (The lower the freezing point the better), Energy Source (Increasing of Heat Energy and absorption of Heat Energy), Special Calibrated Cylindrical Tubes 



with perforated openings (illustrated in fig iii), rubber corks, small inverted calibrated beakers with perforated opening at the bottom, Cork made of material 

with high conductivity (In future Fluids/Gasses/Atoms could be used, as long as they will have greater Conductivity and  less prone to friction), Clipped 

Vacuum valve, Thermometer (Digital with at least six places of Decimal). Vacuum Pumps, Mass Scale 

      Method: 

All the Apparatus should be assembled, they should all be scaled, their Masses should be meticulously taken, Great care should be taken to take 

measurements of the fluid Masses, during the changes in Temperature the masses of the fluid should be meticulously taken too, the Air displacement 

measurements on the inverted beaker should be compliant with normal atmospheric pressure,  the vacuum valve should be locked (It can only be used on 

special condition, one of the conditions is  where the conditions are studied under vacuum, the increase of the energy (heat energy should be done on the 

right hand side of the apparatus, the magnitude of the energy  (heat Energy) should be taken, the temperatures should be taken (As earlier stated, these 

variables are for the normal side ds ≥ 0 0K ) the level of the fluid in the calibrated inverted beaker should be taken, the effect of the changes in heat energy 

should also be noted on the movement of the cork that is made of high conductive materials, the new masses, new Temperature and dimensions of the 

calibrated inverted beaker and  high conductivity corks should be meticulous taken,                                                                                                                                                 

the same activity should be conducted with the abnormal environmental conditions, left hand side (below absolute temperature),                                                                                                                                                                   

The same measurement should be taken in the environment where the Temperature is below Zero Degree Kelvin as earlier stated, (Absolute Temperature ds 

< 0 0K),  all measurements should be done with accuracy, The Parameters that are gotten can then be used to make Calculations,  

       Calculations. 

If the Heat Energy is not given, they could be gotten through the Equation                                                                                                                                                                   

Q = Mc∆T 

Q = 
heat added or 
removed 

M = 
mass of 
substance 

c∆  
= 

specific heat 
constant 

T  
= 

change in 
temperature 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

However if the Energy is not given, the Equation above could be used  to derive it,                                                                                                                                                                  

if the Energy is given or known, use the equations for an efficient perfect engine. 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEV_en&sxsrf=ACYBGNQGjWzAC09X6kS_ZogeJk7piv1cCQ:1579370673775&q=Heat&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NMwwSisyMy3LU-LQz9U3MM42KtOyyE620k9NKU1OLMnMz9MvSSxKTy2Jz0-LT07MSS7NAYtapeUX5QLZCpm5iempCol5xeWpRY8YHbkFXv64JyxlMWnNyWuMRlxcwRn55a55JZkllUIqXGxQlhQXjxTcOg0GKS4uOI9nESuLR2piCQBxoKZUoAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjlkuqf3o3nAhVjkuAKHTKkC20Q24YFMAF6BAgJEAM
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEV_en&sxsrf=ACYBGNQGjWzAC09X6kS_ZogeJk7piv1cCQ:1579370673775&q=Heat&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NMwwSisyMy3LU-LQz9U3MM42KtOyyE620k9NKU1OLMnMz9MvSSxKTy2Jz0-LT07MSS7NAYtapeUX5QLZCpm5iempCol5xeWpRY8YHbkFXv64JyxlMWnNyWuMRlxcwRn55a55JZkllUIqXGxQlhQXjxTcOg0GKS4uOI9nESuLR2piCQBxoKZUoAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjlkuqf3o3nAhVjkuAKHTKkC20Q24YFMAF6BAgJEAM
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEV_en&sxsrf=ACYBGNQGjWzAC09X6kS_ZogeJk7piv1cCQ:1579370673775&q=Mass&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NMwwSisyMy3LU-LQz9U3MCmxzNGyyE620k9NKU1OLMnMz9MvSSxKTy2Jz0-LT07MSS7NAYtapeUX5QLZCpm5iempCol5xeWpRY8YHbkFXv64JyxlMWnNyWuMRlxcwRn55a55JZkllUIqXGxQlhQXjxTcOg0GKS4uOI9nESuLb2JxMQA5lfhNoAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjlkuqf3o3nAhVjkuAKHTKkC20Q24YFMAF6BAgJEAQ
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEV_en&sxsrf=ACYBGNQGjWzAC09X6kS_ZogeJk7piv1cCQ:1579370673775&q=Mass&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NMwwSisyMy3LU-LQz9U3MCmxzNGyyE620k9NKU1OLMnMz9MvSSxKTy2Jz0-LT07MSS7NAYtapeUX5QLZCpm5iempCol5xeWpRY8YHbkFXv64JyxlMWnNyWuMRlxcwRn55a55JZkllUIqXGxQlhQXjxTcOg0GKS4uOI9nESuLb2JxMQA5lfhNoAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjlkuqf3o3nAhVjkuAKHTKkC20Q24YFMAF6BAgJEAQ
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEV_en&sxsrf=ACYBGNQGjWzAC09X6kS_ZogeJk7piv1cCQ:1579370673775&q=Temperature&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NMwwSisyMy3LU-LQz9U3ME8viteyyE620k9NKU1OLMnMz9MvSSxKTy2Jz0-LT07MSS7NAYtapeUX5QLZCpm5iempCol5xeWpRY8YHbkFXv64JyxlMWnNyWuMRlxcwRn55a55JZkllUIqXGxQlhQXjxTcOg0GKS4uOI9nESt3SGpuQWpRYklpUSoAUqYX86cAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjlkuqf3o3nAhVjkuAKHTKkC20Q24YFMAF6BAgJEAU
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEV_en&sxsrf=ACYBGNQGjWzAC09X6kS_ZogeJk7piv1cCQ:1579370673775&q=Temperature&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NMwwSisyMy3LU-LQz9U3ME8viteyyE620k9NKU1OLMnMz9MvSSxKTy2Jz0-LT07MSS7NAYtapeUX5QLZCpm5iempCol5xeWpRY8YHbkFXv64JyxlMWnNyWuMRlxcwRn55a55JZkllUIqXGxQlhQXjxTcOg0GKS4uOI9nESt3SGpuQWpRYklpUSoAUqYX86cAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjlkuqf3o3nAhVjkuAKHTKkC20Q24YFMAF6BAgJEAU


  (ds)
x
normal

  X  ( ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  

         Observation: 

 The anticipated traits were exhibited. 

    Inference/Conclusion: 

The Efficient perfect Engine worked as anticipated, proving the validity of the Sixth Law of Thermodynamics however the slight variables from theoretical 

reading and practical reading is caused by the following, impurities, Friction/Viscosity 

Examples 

A Quasi Efficient Perfect Engine has an entropy in the abnormal environmental conditions of -15 KJ/0K, if the Energy (Heat Energy) and Temperature are 0.2 KJ 

and -20 0K respectively, calculate the entropy of the normal environmental parameters if the corresponding  Temperature is 10 0K; and 20J is the 

corresponding Energy (Heat Energy). 

Solution 

Normal Environmental Conditions  

dsx = ?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

𝛿𝑄 =  0.02𝐾𝐽                                                                                               

  T = 10 0K                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

For Abnormal  Environnemental Conditions                                                                                                                                                                                                               

dsy = -15 KJ/ 0K                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

𝛿𝑄= 0.2 KJ                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

T = - 15 0K 

 

  

   (ds)
x
normal

  X  (ds )
y
 abnormal      =        (   

𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y  



         (ds )
x
normal

  =        (   
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
 )

x  X  (  
𝛿𝑄

𝑇
  ) 

y /  ( ds )
y
 abnormal   

Substitude the values 

(ds )
x
normal

   =  (0.02 KJ/10 0K) X (0.2 KJ/-15 0K) / -15 KJ/ 0K 

= 0.00000178 KJ/ 0K   

1.78 X 10
-6 KJ/ 0K is the Entropy of the Parameters at  the Normal Environmental Conditions (Absolute Temperature and Above Absolute Temperature) this is 

relative to the other area,  that is abnormal (below absolute Temperature). The Entropy is very low; it is due to the low Temperatures of the abnormal 

environmental conditions (below absolute temperature) 

NB. 

The same principle could be used to determine other variables in an Efficient Perfect Engine. Friction/Viscosity and impurities may inhibit the performance of 

an Efficient Perfect Engine; Changes in Atmospheric Pressure may also inhibit the accuracy of the out-put, in practice we can have a quasi-efficient Perfect 

Engine, this is due to the factors listed earlier and other variables. 
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